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A detailed description of the construction and commissioning of the fast-moving Reciprocating Divertor
Langmuir Probe Array (RDPA) on the Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV) is presented. A horizontal
array of 24 Langmuir probes (12 Mach probes) combined with a fast vertical movement provides unprecedented
two-dimensional measurements of the plasma properties across the entire divertor outer leg volume and up
to the X-point. The L-shape probe arm has to be very compact to minimize plasma perturbations and,
at the same time, has to house 24 coaxial transmission lines, withstand time averaged heat fluxes of up to
≈ 30 MW/m2, accelerations of up to 8 g, and be resilient to violent plasma disruptions. For the fast vertical
motion of the probe arm, extending up to 38 cm into the TCV vacuum vessel, an assembly with a precise and
powerful linear electric motor (up to 4000 N of force) was mounted in a 4 m high structure within the limited
space below TCV. The diagnostic has already performed measurements in ≈ 200 plasma discharges, and
has been hit by ≈ 20 disruptions without suffering any critical damage. The measurements are qualitatively
and quantitatively consistent with other reference diagnostics, such as upstream electron Thomson scattering
and downstream wall-embedded Langmuir probes and are used extensively on TCV for experimental divertor
studies and for comparisons with edge transport and turbulence code results.

I. Introduction

In future tokamaks, such as ITER and DEMO, wall mate-
rials will be subjected to considerably higher heat fluxes
than in present-day machines. Maintaining plasma facing
components in good condition and simultaneously assur-
ing acceptable core performance will be an outstanding
challenge. The situation is further complicated by the
fact that extrapolations towards future tokamaks is dif-
ficult and the mechanisms governing transport of energy
and particles are still being investigated. Detailed di-
agnostic coverage of the boundary plasma of currently
operational machines is therefore crucial. In the Toka-
mak à Configuration Variable (TCV)1, Langmuir probes
2 (LPs) are one of the most powerful diagnostics to de-
scribe local properties in the boundary region of the
plasma 3 4. Wall-embedded LPs have been installed for
more than 20 years in TCV 5 with an extended poloidal
coverage. LPs are also present at the outboard mid-
plane, mounted on a fast reciprocating probe 6 7 un-
dergoing a scanning radial motion. The region in be-
tween the upstream plasma and the plasma at the target
is diagnosed with other systems such as multispectral
imaging 8, divertor electron Thomson scattering 9 and
spectroscopic measurements 10. However, these measure-
ments differ in many aspects from the quantities obtained
from LPs and can be subjected to limited spatial res-
olution and/or coverage (Thomson scattering, divertor
spectroscopy) and time resolution (Thomson scattering,
divertor spectroscopy, multispectral imaging). In partic-
ular, a coverage of the divertor volume with Langmuir
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probes allows to resolve the turbulence time scales and
to measure quantities which are difficult to deduce from
spectroscopy, such as parallel flows and plasma potential.

The divertor and X-point regions of tokamaks have
been previously diagnosed with fast reciprocating Lang-
muir probes, such as in DIII-D11, Asdex Upgrade1213 and
JT-60U14. The DIII-D probe comes closest to provid-
ing 2D measurements in the tokamak divertor. Indeed,
sweeping of the magnetic equilibrium between repeat dis-
charges combined with several reciprocations have been
used to reconstruct ’reduced’ 2D maps1516. Large Lang-
muir probe arrays have also been used on various fusion
devices, although usually not mounted on a fast recipro-
cating arm. For example, in the Caltech tokamak, 1D
and 2D arrays have been mounted on limiters at the
outer-mid plane17 and enabled one of the earliest studies
performed to describe the plasma turbulence properties
in the Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL). Another example is the
stellarator Wendelstein 7-X, where, in the divertor re-
gion, several LP arrays have been mounted on a large
reciprocating manipulator18, aimed primarily to expose
samples to reactor relevant target plasma conditions.

In this paper, we present the Reciprocating Divertor
Probe Array (RDPA) on TCV, which, thanks to the open
vessel geometry of TCV, enables detailed 2D Langmuir
probe measurements across an extended part of the di-
vertor region. This is achieved by combining the fast
vertical motion of a linear motor (up to 38 cm into the
chamber, at speed of up to 2.6 ms−1) and a radial ar-
ray of 12 rooftop Mach probes (1 cm radial resolution).
In the following, the main design constraints of this new
diagnostic are discussed in SEC. II, followed by a de-
tailed presentation of the probe design in SEC. III. First
example measurement results are presented in SEC. IV,
followed by the conclusions.
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II. Main design constraints

A. Probe tip requirements for Jsat and Mach number
measurements

In a strongly magnetized plasma, the effective ion col-
lection area of the probe is computed as the projec-
tion of the probe surface in the direction of the mag-
netic field 4. This approach is justified if the ion Lar-
mor radius and the Debye length are smaller than the
probe dimensions across the magnetic field. The typi-
cal ion temperature in the TCV SOL is expected to be
Ti ≈ 15 eV , the TCV magnetic field is ≈ 1.5 T and we
consider deuterium ions. The corresponding Larmor ra-

dius is ρLarmor = mi〈v⊥〉
eB =

√
πmieTi√
2eB

≈ 0.43 mm where

〈v⊥〉 is taken as the average norm of the velocity in a 2D
Maxwellian distribution, mi is the deuterium ion mass,
e is the elementary charge, Ti is the ion temperature
(expressed in eV) and B is the norm of the magnetic
field. The Debye sheath width (equal to a few times the
Debye length 3) is much smaller than ρLarmor for typi-

cal TCV plasmas: λDebye =
√

ε0(Te+Ti)e
nee2

≈ 0.013 mm.

Probe tips heights of 1 mm > 2ρLarmor have been chosen
for RDPA. This 1 mm dimension is also used for dome
shaped LPs in TCV519 and yields more consistent re-
sults than flush LPs for various reasons (reduced sheath
expansion, less relative error on the height and better
signal for angles between the wall surface and the mag-
netic field lines α ≈ 0◦). Probe tips must be split in two
to allow for measurements of parallel Mach numbers 4,
separating them in an upstream and a downstream part.
The Gundestrup Mach probe design 20, 21 would allow
to obtain more information, such as perpendicular flows,
but it has been discarded because it adds complexity to
build an array of tightly packed probes.

B. Spatial coverage requirements

Several probe motions are possible such as rotation 22,
horizontal 12 and vertical translation 11. A rotational
system can hardly rest within the limited shadow of the
TCV tiles, protruding only 20 mm above the vacuum
vessel floor. If the rotational system is installed in the
largest port diameter (≈ 10 cm radius), it would be im-
possible to probe the X-point region. In the case of hor-
izontal motions, the disadvantage is that the region near
the target can not be covered because the lowest lateral
ports axis are located 38 cm above the floor. Due to
these limitations for the rotary and horizontal motions,
a vertical motion was considered optimal. A radial array
of probe tips mounted on a horizontal arm was found to
be the best choice. This arm is held in place by a verti-
cal shaft. The necessary radial dimension of this array is
determined from experimental results on relevant TCV
plasmas: the upstream e-folding lengths of the heat flux
λq, the electron temperature λTe

and the density λn are
usually found in the 2 − 20 mm range2324. This width
increases in the divertor due to the geometry of the mag-
netic field (the poloidal flux expansion fx can vary by
factors of 2−2025). Let us consider an intermediate case:

FIG. 1. a) Magnetic field lines in the SOL from the mid plane
to the outer target with the highlighted magnetic field line
intercepted by RDPA, b), c) and d) illustrations of different
probe arm sizes (respectively 10 mm, 30 mm and 50 mm) and
the magnetic equilibrium chosen for the calculations and e)
calculated fractions of magnetic field lines being intercepted
by the different probe arm sizes.

λu = 10 mm and fx = 10. If the outer divertor leg is
vertical, the RDPA radial coverage should be larger than
the SOL width at the target: λtarget ≈ λu∗fx = 100 mm.
This criterion is fulfilled by a 13 cm radial extension of
the RDPA probe, with the probe tips covering a radial
range of 11 cm. The effective spatial resolution of RDPA,
i.e. relative to the upstream profile, is a function of the
flux expansion in the divertor. The 12 tips in the RDPA
array give a 10 mm radial resolution. This corresponds
to an ’upstream mapped’ radial resolution of 1 mm for a
poloidal flux expansion of fx = 10. Strike point sweeping
between a first and a second plunge (or between upwards
and downwards strokes) may be performed to improve
the resolution for specific studies.

C. Minimizing plasma perturbations: probe shadow and
recycling

Heat and particles are expelled from the core plasma near
the outer mid plane and flow along the magnetic field to
the wall, see FIG. 1 a). This flow can be intercepted by
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FIG. 2. Output from the 1D model for the heat diffu-
sion within the graphite shield at a given heat flux q‖ =

30 MW.m−2, heat capacity cp = 1.72 kJkg−1K−1 and heat
conductivity λ = 47 Wm−1K−1. a) Applied heat flux as a
function of time, b) temperature at the graphite shield surface
for a given shield thickness d = 3 mm, and a plunge duration
t = 0.3 s and c) maximum surface temperatures gathered
from several simulations with different graphite shield thick-
nesses and different plunge times.

the probe and thus strongly perturbing the local plasma.
In order to limit the perturbation and the fraction of
intercepted field lines, fshadow, an inverted L-shape has
been chosen for the in-vessel structure, see FIG. 1 b), c)
and d): the vertical pole remains in the private plasma
(or in the far SOL if the probe is rotated and the leg is
moved to a smaller radius) and the compact horizontal
beam hosts the radially distributed probe tips. fshadow is
calculated for each flux surface. A sufficiently large num-
ber of equally distributed field lines are required, because
field line tracing is here performed as a discrete process:
fshadow = Nintercepted/Ntotal, where Nintercepted is the
number of field lines intercepted by the probe and Ntotal
is the total number of field lines initially generated for
a given flux surface. fshadow increases linearly with the
vertical extent of the horizontal beam, see FIG. 1 e).
15% shadowing, considered to be an acceptable fraction,
requires a compact probe beam of not more than ≈ 3 cm
in height.

D. Minimizing impurity release and material erosion

Graphite grade SGL R© R6650 is the preferred choice for
plasma facing components at TCV because the entire
wall is currently covered with tiles of the same material
26. This material shows excellent thermal shock resis-
tance and can be easily machined. The maximum ser-
vice temperature is considered to be the onset of radia-

tion enhanced thermal sublimation at Tsurf ≈ 2200 K 27.
In order to determine the adequate graphite heat shield
thickness and the acceptable exposure times, 1D ther-
mal analysis have been performed in this study. In order
to simplify calculations 26, the graphite properties have
been set to be constant as a function of temperature by
calculating the average quantities in the relevant temper-
ature range 293 K < T < 2000 K: the thermal conduc-
tivity is λaverage = 47 W/(m.K) and the heat capacity is
caverage = 1720 J/(kg.K). In order to estimate the heat
flux onto the probe body, the worst plasma conditions
were chosen: Te = Ti = 50 eV and ne ≈ 1.5 · 1019m−3
28. The transmitted power through the sheath, parallel
to the magnetic field, is approximated with the formula
3: q‖ = γ · e ·Te ·Γ ≈ 25 MWm−2, assuming Ti = Te and

γ = 6 29, and with Γ the particle flux density, defined as

Γ = 1
2ne ·

√
e·(Ti+Te)

mi
. The heat flux chosen for the calcu-

lations has been set above this result with some margin:
q‖ = 30 MWm−2. The results from a single simulation
of the 1D model are shown as an example in the case of a
3 mm thick shield, 0.3 s plunge duration and thus a heat
flux perpendicular to the graphite shield of 30 MW.m−2,
see FIG.2 a) and b). In this example, the peak surface
temperature of the graphite heat shield is ≈ 1730 K.
The calculations have been then performed for various
shield thicknesses and various exposure times, see FIG.
2 c). As expected in case of inertial cooling, increasing
the shield thickness is not sufficient to remain below the
surface temperature limit. After a certain thickness, the
reduction in surface temperature with increasing thick-
ness is negligible, see the yellow curve corresponding to
the long plunge time δt = 0.8 s in FIG. 2 c). A relatively
short exposure time and therefore a fast probe motion,
shorter than δt = 0.5 s, is thus mandatory. The best
compromise is found at δt = 0.4 s and shield thickness
2.5 mm. In order to reciprocate within the 0.4 s allo-
cated along the 0.38 m distance from the floor to the
X-point, a high acceleration, a = 80 m.s−2, and a high
peak velocity, v = 2.5 m.s−1, are necessary.

E. Ensuring probe integrity during off normal events

Off normal plasma events, such as disruptions, threaten
the probe integrity. Disruptions are frequent in TCV ex-
periments, so RDPA must be able to withstand a large
number of them. In typical disruptions, the sudden loss
of energetic particle confinement, the thermal quench, is
followed by a current quench due to the drop in plasma
conductivity 30. The current quench is the most haz-
ardous due to the large halo currents which dissipate
some of the magnetic energy stored in the plasma. Once
the plasma becomes more resistive than the vacuum ves-
sel, a substantial fraction of the current could be trans-
ferred from the plasma to the vessel through the probe
arm. In the case where 5% of the overall plasma current
in a typical experiment Ip = 320 kA would flow vertically
in the RDPA structure, the corresponding Lorentz force

would be ~F = ~I × ~BL = (16 kA · 1.5 T · 0.35 m) · ±~er ≈
8400 N · ±~er. Such a large transversal force would dam-
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age the structure and therefore the graphite and metallic
structure must be electrically insulated from each other.
In response to this threat, several layers of electrical in-
sulations have been installed in RDPA, see SEC. III for
more details.

F. Various external constraints

The baking temperature of the TCV vacuum vessel is
≈ 220 ◦C. Tin, aluminum and polymers are forbidden
due to the potential creep and out-gassing at this tem-
perature. Creep in polymers is particularly worrying in
the case of electrical insulation washers because the ap-
plied torque in the screw can be lost during baking. All
electrical insulation washers must be made out of creep
free material such as ceramic materials (Muscovite mica
sheet, aluminum nitride).

The magnetic field in the toroidal coils is usually higher
than 1 T , thus preventing the installation of any mag-
netic component such as an electrical motor close to the
plasma. Under the toroidal coils, the highest magnetic
field is generated by the central solenoid and its direc-
tion is nearly vertical. The vertical magnetic field is
low enough to permit the use of magnetic components:
≈ ±0.05 T in the beginning of the discharge and is
ramped up/down at ≈ ∓0.05 T/s.

The space available for RDPA is constrained by the
port availability in TCV. Fortunately, there is less com-
petition for the ports under the machine because access
is more difficult. At the sector 04, the vacuum port is
centred at R = 0.8 m and has a diameter d = 150 mm,
therefore sufficiently large to satisfy the radial coverage
requirement presented in SEC. II B. The vertical motion
system must fit in the limited space between the toroidal
coils, ≈ 0.7 m below the vacuum vessel.

III. Probe design

Before presenting the RDPA probe design in detail in this
section, we show in FIG. 3 a brief overview. Subplots a),
b), and c) show the probe during assembly, once installed
inside TCV and fully deployed, and when in rest posi-
tion, respectively. The dark grey parts of RDPA, with
the same colour as the rest of the TCV walls in FIG. 3 b),
are graphite heat shields. The white parts are made out
an electrical insulator refractory material, Boron Nitride
(BN). The diagnostic structure, ≈ 4 m high, is mounted
on the TCV basement floor, see FIG. 3 d). FIG. 3 e)
shows a specially filtered snapshot (D − β line from the
MANTIS imaging system 8) of the plasma at a time when
RDPA is close to the maximum vertical position. Some
plasma-probe interaction is clearly visible, as well as a
characteristic shadow along the magnetic field. Finally,
FIG. 3 f) shows an example of the 2D measurements
achieved with the RDPA, in this case time-averaged pro-
files of the ion saturation current density (Jsat) recorded
by the upstream probe tips. Values and discussion of the
first measurements are given later, in SEC. IV.

FIG. 3. a) RDPA during assembly, b) RDPA inside the vac-
uum vessel at maximum height, c) RDPA inside the vacuum
vessel in rest position, d) poloidal view of the entire diagnostic
mounted in the TCV environment, e) D − β light snapshot
recorded with the MANTIS camera system 8 of the RDPA
plunge in a lower single null plasma, discharge #63023, f)
example of a measured profile: ion saturation current density
from the upstream RDPA probe tips, discharge #63023.

A. Probe head design

The probe head of RDPA is made of a titanium hol-
low structure in order to provide the highest stiffness to
weight ratio possible. The structure enables to host the
24 transmission lines. If not in use, the probe head rests
≈ 2 cm below the upper surface of the carbon divertor
in order to avoid unnecessary damage from experiments
unrelated to the diagnostic. The 38 cm plunge is ac-
tually only 36 cm in the plasma, just enough to reach
the X-point for diverted plasma at Z = 0 m. The hor-
izontal beam height is 26 mm, see FIG. 3 b). Further
reduction in the beam height is believed to be impossi-
ble while maintaining the same number of cables with
the current design. The only surfaces in contact with
the plasma are the probe tips, the graphite and the BN
thermal shields. The thermal shields are slid radially in
place during the probe assembly, see FIG. 4 b) for an
intermediate state of the assembly. The tight tolerances
and the friction in between parts is sufficient to avoid
any jiggling motion. Probe tips are pushed upward by
canted niquel alloy springs resting on copper parts, see
FIG. 4 a). The spring provides electrical contact to the
transmission line conductors and ensures that the probe
tip position relative to the BN shield does not change.
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FIG. 4. a) Drawing of the probe head cross section with la-
belled parts, b) picture of the probe head during the assembly
and c) cross sectional view of the L-shaped structure with the
different parts labelled depending on their voltage reference.

In order to ensure proper protection from the halo cur-
rents discussed in SEC. II E, 5 different protections have
been implemented. 1) The metallic support structure of
RDPA (connected to the tokamak ground voltage) is al-
ways maintained below the level of the floor, even for
the maximum plunge height. 2) The L-shaped titanium
structure is disconnected from the rest of the diagnostic
with electrically insulated screws, see FIG. 4 c). 3) The
transmission lines must be insulated from the structure
in both the vertical and horizontal parts of the L-shape
structure, see FIG. 4 a). Indeed, the transmission lines
outer jacket are connected to the tokamak ground in or-
der to reduce capacitive and inductive effects for the mea-
surements. 4) The graphite thermal shield (electrically

FIG. 5. a) Picture of the RDPA probe tips after exposure
to the plasma near the separatrix with the diffraction pattern
caused by the carbon co-deposit, b) magnified picture of the
Mach tips and the mica sheets and c) probe tips modified
(edges have been rounded up to avoid arcing) ready for the
next experimental campaign.

conductive) are insulated from the L-shaped structure.
The parts are mechanically linked through ceramic rods,
see FIG. 4 a. The ≈ 1 mm gap between the structure
and the shield can fail to electrical insulate if an electrical
arc can develop. However, the resistivity of the electrical
arc is sufficiently high to limit the highest current excur-
sions. 5) All the graphite thermal shields (10 mm wide)
are insulated from each other with mica sheet insulations,
see 4 b). The shield voltages are therefore following the
local floating potentials dictated by the plasma sheath
condition.

The probe tips protrude 1 mm above the BN shields,
see FIG. 5. A thin Muscovite mica sheet is inserted to
insulate the upstream from the downstream Mach probe
tips, see FIG. 5 b). The probe tips have the so-called
’rooftop’ shape with a reasonably low angle between the
magnetic field and the surface in order to reduce the per-
pendicular heat flux. A significant heat sink volume is lo-
cated below the surface, as shown in FIG. 4 a). The heat
sink part is longer (10 mm) than the probe tips (4 mm)
in the radial direction in order to increase the number
of electrical contact points with the canted niquel alloy
spring located below the probe tip. A significant issue
that appeared during the first experimental campaign is
the phenomenon of probe tips ”arcing”: when a nega-
tive voltage is applied to the probe tips, a large transient
current corresponding to electrons exiting the surface is
collected instead of the standard incoming ion saturation
current. Smoothing the probe tips edges with sandpaper,
see FIG. 5 c), has solved the problem, possibly by reduc-
ing the electrical field and the surface temperature at the
tip of the conductor, both parameters being important
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for electron emission 31.

The lateral graphite heat shields are 2.5 mm thick, in
accordance with the result from SEC. II. A thermo-
mechanical analysis for the final design of both lateral
and extremities shields with the software ANSYS R© was
performed. The exposure time ∆t = 0.3 s and the per-
pendicular heat flux input of 30 MW.m−2 were chosen
as previously assumed in SEC. II. The resulting surface
temperature Tmax ≈ 1440 K was below the 2200 K limit,
the maximum tensile stress, σtension ≈ 15 MPa, below
the 30 MPa limit and the maximum compressive stress,
σcompression ≈ 84 MPa, below the 150 MPa limit.

The BN thermal shield surfaces have been designed
to intercept field lines at a shallow angle in order to
reduce the peak perpendicular heat flux from qpara ≈
30 MW.m−2 down to qperp ≈ qpara · sin θtot ≈
12.2 MW.m−2, where θtot = θB + θsurf ≈ 24◦ is the
highest angle possible between the inclined surface and
the divertor magnetic field line. It was initially believed
that the deuterium ion flux from the plasma could have
lead to premature erosion of the BN parts and lead to
plasma contamination. However it was found experimen-
tally that erosion of the BN was absent and instead a de-
posited layer of carbon was found on the BN surface, as
shown in FIG. 5 a) and b). The absence of BN erosion
could be explained by the high stability of BN against
chemical erosion by deuterium ions due to the strong
chemical bond between boron and nitrogen atoms 32.

B. Out-of-vessel mechanical structure and vacuum
assembly

The outer structure is made of vertical aluminum profiles
and is bolted to the TCV concrete ground floor, almost
4.5 m below the vacuum vessel, see FIG. 3 d). The struc-
ture is covered with transparent plastic panels to avoid
any accident. An additional safety system is a 12 V line
that disconnects the motor electrical power supply if a
single plastic panel is removed. The structure supports a
thick aluminum plate on which the motor and guidance
systems are mounted. 2 THK R© linear bearings HSR 20
R ensure the guidance of the vertical motion. An electri-
cal brake Zimmer R© LCE2001AS1−01 clamps the rail of
the linear bearings when the motor controller is turned
off. The force on the brake is usually less than 40 N
because the weight of the moving assembly is almost en-
tirely offset by the atmospheric pressure subjected to the
bellow. Guidance of the motion inside the vacuum is
assured by PEEK bearings ≈ 30 cm apart from each
other, see FIG. 6 a) and b). Radial misalignment of
up to ≈ 3 mm are tolerated between the vacuum ves-
sel and the RDPA structure thanks to the flexibility of
the RDPA shaft. Fast motions are not recommended
when the vessel is still warm due to thermal expansion
leading to radial misalignment and increased friction on
the bearings. It was not possible to install a vacuum
gate valve due to the space limitation from the toroidal
coils. Instead the diagnostic vacuum relies on the toka-
mak turbo pumps (as for the glow antennas), see FIG.

FIG. 6. a) Close up of the RDPA parts near the bellow and
b) simplified sketch of the vacuum assembly cross-sectional
view.

6 b). The feedthroughs for the 24 transmission lines are
ceramic insulated SMA connectors, welded to a custom
designed vacuum flange. Frequent vacuum electrical dis-
charge (between the conductors of the transmission lines
and the tokamak ground inside the SMA connectors)
were observed during the first experimental campaign.
The problem was later solved with additional electrical
insulation jackets around the SMA conductor.

C. Motion system

The choice of a linear electrical motor with permanent
magnets was motivated by the recent success of a sim-
ilar system on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak 33. Linear
motors have several advantages over pneumatic systems:
better position control, more flexibility in the choice
of the trajectory and better reproducibility in between
identical plunge motion. The position is monitored in
real time by the motor controller using inputs from a
Renishaw R© optical encoder with sub-mm accuracy. The
Aerotech R© BLMX 502 motor was chosen for RDPA be-
cause of the large trust 4400 N developed in the rele-
vant speed range considered 2− 3 ms−1. The sum of all
the masses of the moving parts of the RDPA diagnos-
tic is ≈ 20 kg and the maximum theoretical acceleration
a = F

m ≈
4400 N
19.4 kg = 227 m.s−2 is therefore sufficient for

the reference motion (L = 0.38 m, a = 80 ms−2 and
v = 2.5 ms−1). At the time of writing, the maximum ac-
celeration is not limited by the motor specifications but
rather by the electrical connection to the power supply
which could be improved.
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FIG. 7. a) Poloidal plane view of the TCV wall, vacuum
vessel and the plasma magnetic equilibrium. b) Focus on the
RDPA coverage. A contour plot of Jsat is given here as an
example in a) and c).

D. Transmission lines

The transmission lines consist of ≈ 8 m of standard
coaxial cables outside the machine and ≈ 2 m of
Thermocoax R© cables inside the machine (vacuum side).
The Thermocoax R© cables are kept within the titanium
structure of the probe arm, well insulated from the
plasma heat flux and are expected to remain close to
room temperature. The assembly process is tedious and
the transmission line would benefit from a redesign for
a future version of the diagnostic. The overall DC re-
sistance, inductance and capacitance of the transmission
lines are R ≈ 3.6 Ω, L ≈ 10.9 µH and C ≈ 1.9 nF . The
large DC resistance R ≈ 3.6 Ω (compared to ≈ 1.4 Ω
for wall embedded probes 5) is problematic in the case
of low electron temperature measurements 19. The most
straightforward improvements to reduce the resistance
would be to use thicker coaxial cable for the line outside
of the machine and to improve the contact resistance at
the level of the niquel alloy canted spring. The trans-
mission lines end at the electronics cubicles where the
2 MHz acquisitions and the custom built amplifiers are
located 5.

IV. Example results

In the following, first 2D plots of time averaged plasma
quantities obtained with RDPA in the poloidal plane are

FIG. 8. a) Jsat for the upstream RDPA probe tips in the shot
#63029 (L-mode, Ip = 320 kA, unfavourable field direction
for H-mode access) and b) comparison near the target with
the wall-embedded probes measurements. c) and d) Jsat for
the downstream tips. e) Mach number computed from the
ratio between upstream and downstream Jsat and f) Mach
number values near the target.

presented. This data is shown using a colour map, see 7
a) and c) (linear interpolation of contour lines between
the measurement points shown in FIG. 7 b). One of
the most straightforward plasma quantity that can be
derived from LPs is Jsat, shown for the upstream probe
tips in FIG. 7 a) and c). The upstream Jsat is usu-
ally in agreement with the wall-embedded LPs profile,
see FIG. 8 b). The downstream Jsat is usually lower
than the upstream Jsat, see FIG. 8 d), indicating a net
ion flow towards the target. The ratio between the up-
stream and downstream Jsat enables to calculate the
Mach number, see FIG. 8 e) and f), with the expres-

sion 4 M = ln(
Jsat,upstream

Jsat,downstream
)/2.2. In general, moderate

Mach numbers are measured M < 0.8. Negative Mach
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FIG. 9. a) Time averaged Vfl measured by the upstream
tips of RDPA for the shot #66284 (L-mode, Ip = 160 kA,
〈ne〉/ngr = 0.27, favourable field direction for H-mode access)
and b) standard deviation of Vfl for the same case.

numbers have also been measured locally −0.4 < M < 0,
corresponding to a parallel ion flux going away from the
target, caused by either strong E ×B drifts or when the
measurement is performed above the ionisation front.

Similarly to Jsat, the floating potential (Vfl), FIG.
9 a), can be measured at the acquisition sampling fre-
quency 2 MHz. The standard deviation of the signal, see
FIG. 9 b), can be used as a proxy to quantify the fluctu-
ation level at the micro-turbulence timescale. Sweeping
of the voltage enables to determine time averaged quan-
tities such as the electron temperature (Te). The results
have been obtained with a 4 parameters fit of the IV
curve1934. In the example shown in FIG. 10, the up-
stream and downstream Te profiles agree with both the
Thomson scattering measurement near the X-point (ex-
cept, of course, in the private flux region, drupstream <
0), and with the LPs at the target. The difference
between the upstream and downstream Te is relatively
small, which is necessary for the validity of the Mach
probe model 4 used to interpret plasma flows. Another
quantity that can be obtained with the diagnostic is the
plasma potential (Vpl), calculated from sheath theory
3 Vpl = (Vfl,downstream + Vfl,upstream)/2 + 3Te,upstream
where Te,upstream ≈ Te,downstream is, again, expressed in
eV. The average between the upstream and downstream
Vfl is taken for the Vfl value by default, and yielded
a reasonable quantitative agreement with the Vpl target
profiles, see FIG. 10 c). The derivation of a theoretical
model would be required to interpret the asymmetries
often seen between the downstream and upstream Vfl,
suspected to be caused by electrical currents.

V. Conclusion

A novel fast probe array has been built at TCV, providing
unprecedented 2D Langmuir probe measurements across
the divertor of quantities temporally resolved at the tur-
bulence time scales (e.g. Jsat, M and Vfl) and time aver-
aged quantities (e.g. Te, ne, Vpl). The engineering design

FIG. 10. a) Electron temperature measurement from the
upstream RDPA probe tips for the shot #68567 (L-mode,
Ip = 160 kA, 〈ne〉/ngr = 0.26, unfavourable field direction
for H-mode access) compared with Thomson scattering near
the X-point and with LPs near the target, b) same results for
the downstream RDPA probe tips and c) Vpl profile compared
with wall-embedded probes near the target.

answered the main challenges posed by the harsh toka-
mak environment. No sign of damage could be seen on
the probe after more than 200 experiments performed,
including ≈ 20 disruptions. The measurements are con-
sistent with other reference diagnostics (upstream elec-
tron Thomson scattering and downstream wall embed-
ded LPs) for most plasma conditions, and open up vast
new capabilities in terms of experimental divertor studies
on TCV and validation of edge transport and turbulence
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codes. Further future work has been identified such as
improving the transmission line assembly and develop-
ing a model for the interpretation of the asymmetries
between upstream and downstream floating potentials.
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